Abstract. We study a combinatorial problem that is motivated by \client-server" schedulers for parallel computations. Such schedulers are often used, for instance, when computations are being done by a cooperating network of workstations. Our results expose and quantify a control-memory tradeo for such schedulers, when the computation being scheduled has the structure of a binary tree. (Similar tradeo s exist for trees of any xed branching factor.) The combinatorial problem takes the following form. Consider, for integers k; N > 0, an algorithm that employs k FIFO queues in order to schedule an N -leaf binary tree in such a way that each nonleaf node of the tree is executed before its children. We establish a tradeo between the number of queues used by the algorithm | which we view as measuring the control complexity of the algorithm | and the memory requirements of the algorithm, as embodied in the required capacity of the largest-capacity queue. Speci cally, for each integer k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; log 2 N g, let Q k (N) denote the minimax per-queue capacity for a k-queue algorithm that schedules N -leaf binary trees; let Q ? k (N) denote the analogous quantity for complete binary trees. We establish the following bounds: For general N -leaf binary trees, for all k,
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Overview
We study the resource requirements of a class of algorithms for scheduling parallel computations. Our main results expose and quantify a tradeo between two major resources of the algorithms, the complexity of their control mechanisms and their memory requirements.
The Computing Environment. We are interested in schedulers that operate in a client-server mode, where the processors are the clients, and the scheduler is the server. One can view schedulers of this type as operating in the following way. (a) They determine when a task becomes eligible for execution (because all of its predecessors in the dag have been executed); (b) they queue up the eligible, unassigned tasks (in some way) in a FIFO process queue (PQ). When a processor becomes idle, it \grabs" the rst task on the PQ. Note that this scenario allows great latitude for processors: a processor can choose to participate or disappear from the computation independently at any time. But, once a processor accepts a task, it must complete the task within \unit time." In other words, the scheduler is clocked, and processors must commit to completing work they accept at a guaranteed rate.
The Computational Load. Our particular focus is on dags that are binary trees whose edges are oriented from the root toward the leaves. Such dags represent the data dependencies of certain types of branching computations. (We concentrate on binary tree-dags only for de niteness; our results extend readily to tree-dags of arbitrary xed branching factor.)
Formally, a binary tree dag (BT, for short) is a directed acyclic graph whose node-set is a pre x-closed set of binary strings; i.e., for all binary strings x and all 2 f0; 1g, if x is a node of the BT, then so also is x. The null string (which, by pre x-closure, belongs to every BT) is the root of the BT. Each node x of a BT has either two children, or one child, or no children; in the rst case, the two children are nodes x0 and x1; in the second case, the one child is either node x0 or node x1; in the last case, node x is a leaf of the BT. The arcs of a BT lead from each nonleaf node to (each of) its child(ren).
For each`2 f0; 1; : : : ; ng, the node-strings of length`comprise level`of the BT (so the root is the unique node at level 0). The width of a BT is the maximum number of nodes at any level, and the depth of a BT is its number of levels.
The (N = 2 n )-leaf complete binary tree (CBT, for short) T n is the BT whose nodes comprise the set of all 2 n+1 ? 1 binary strings of length n; hence the depth of T n is n + 1. There are N nodes at level n of T n , namely, its leaves, so the width of T n is N. Scheduling Regimens and Scheduler Structure. In order to establish rigorously a tradeo between the control complexity of our schedulers and their memory requirements, we must specify enough of the structure of a scheduler to quantify these resources. We view a scheduler as using some number of FIFO queues to prioritize tasks that have become eligible for execution: the speci c number of queues is our measure of the control complexity of the scheduler; the minimax capacity of the queues is our measure of the scheduler's memory requirements. 1 Roughly speaking, a scheduler uses its queues as follows. As tasks get executed, they produce results that are necessary for the execution of their children. These results are loaded independently onto the FIFO queues of the scheduler; the task that is assigned to the next requesting processor is chosen from among those whose required input resides at the head of some queue.
Multi-queue schedulers are interesting for our computational load because increasing the number of queues within a scheduler allows one to proceed gradually from an eager regimen, in which eligible tasks are delayed as little as possible before being assigned for execution, to a lazy regimen, in which eligible tasks are delayed as long as possible before being assigned for execution. The following facts about our framework will become clear as our study develops.
Any scheduler that uses only one queue:
{ observes an eager regimen { executes tree-nodes level by level, i.e., essentially in a breadth-rst manner.
Lazy scheduling:
{ is an option when the number of queues is commensurate with the length of the longest root-to-leaf path of the tree-dag { is characterized by executing tree-nodes essentially in a depth-rst manner.
(The two uses of the quali er \essentially" here re ect the fact that inputs for sibling tasks in the tree can be interchanged in the enqueuing process without any concomitant change in the complexity of the scheduler.) While the control complexity of a scheduler increases as it incorporates successively more queues, we shall show that the memory requirements | as measured by the maximum number of eligible tasks that are awaiting execution | decrease concomitantly. We are able to establish and quantify this controlmemory tradeo rigorously.
The Tradeo . For positive integers k and N, let Q k (N) denote the minimax perqueue memory capacity for a k-queue algorithm that schedules N-leaf binary tree-dags; let Q ? k (N) denote the analogous quantity for complete binary trees. We establish the following bounds: For general BTs, for all k: N : This veri es rigorously an instance of folklore in the scheduling community to the e ect that lazy dag-schedulers need less memory than do eager ones.
The Formal Problem
BTs, being dags, represent the data-dependency graphs of computations, speci cally a class of branching computations. In this scenario, the nodes of the BT represent the tasks, while its arcs represent computational dependencies among the tasks. These dependencies in uence any algorithm that schedules the computation represented by the BT, in that a task-node cannot be executed until its parent task-node has been executed. This interpretation is consistent with the static (o -line) scheduling problems studied Scheduling BTs. The process of scheduling a BT T obeys the following rules. We are given an endless supply of enabling tokens and execution tokens. Placing an execution token on a node of T represents the process of executing the task represented by the node. As we execute a node v of T , we place an enabling token on each arc that leaves v, to indicate that the results produced by v are now available; we label each enabling token with a time stamp indicating when the token was placed. A node of T cannot receive an execution token until its incoming arc contains an enabling token. Thus, the process of scheduling a BT proceeds as follows: At step 0 of the scheduling process, we place an execution token on the root of T (which, of course, has no incoming arc), and we place an enabling token with time stamp 0 on each arc leaving the root. At each subsequent step, say step s > 0, we perform two actions:
We place an execution token on some (one) unexecuted node of T whose incoming arc contains an enabling token. We place enabling tokens, with time stamp s, on all arcs that leave the just-executed node.
This process continues until all nodes of T contain execution tokens. The reader should be able to extrapolate from this BT-speci c description to a description of a scheduling process for an arbitrary dag: the major di erence is that a node cannot be executed until all of its incoming arcs contain enabling tokens.
We call a scheduling algorithm eager if, at each step, it places an execution token on an unexecuted node whose incoming arc contains an enabling token having as small a time-stamp as possible; we call a scheduling algorithm lazy if, at each step, it places an execution token on an unexecuted node whose incoming arc contains an enabling token having as large a time-stamp as possible. One veri es easily that an eager scheduling algorithm executes the nodes of T level by level, i.e., essentially in a breadth-rst manner, while a lazy scheduling algorithm executes the nodes of T essentially in a depth-rst manner. Our interest here is in a family of scheduling algorithms that form a progression between eager scheduling at one extreme and lazy scheduling at the other. We need more tools to describe this progression formally.
Scheduling BTs using Queues: Control vs. Memory. The reader can verify easily that the process of scheduling a BT T is \isomorphic" to the process of topologically sorting T , i.e., linearly ordering the nodes of T so that each nonleaf node precedes its children. Our study focuses on the structure of the algorithm that \manages" the process of scheduling/topologically sorting T . The particular formal framework for our study specializes the framework studied in 4] -7], 13].
A k-queue scheduler for a BT T proceeds as follows. Initially, at time 0, the scheduler executes the root of T and enqueues each arc that leaves the root, independently, in one of its k queues. Inductively, a node v of T is eligible to be executed | i.e., to receive an execution token | just when its entering arc is at the head (i.e., the exit port) of some queue. As the scheduler executes a node v, it dequeues the arc that enters v; simultaneously | as part of the same atomic action | the scheduler enqueues each arc that leaves v, independently, on one of the k queues. Henceforth, let us denote the k queues of the scheduler as queue #1, : : :, queue #k.
A multi-queue BT-scheduler uses its queues to manage the eligible tasks that are awaiting execution. Speci cally, enqueuing an arc is equivalent to endowing it with an enabling token; dequeuing an arc is equivalent to placing an execution token on the node the arc enters. The \management" function of the queues is manifest in the fact that only nodes whose incoming arcs reside at the heads of queues can be executed in the next step.
Easily, there exist k-queue BT-schedulers for every positive integer k. A straightforward induction veri es that there is a unique 1-queue BT-scheduler | up to the distinction between \left" and \right" children. A consequence of the rules for manipulating queues is that the arc that enters a BTnode v does not get enqueued until all of the ancestors of v have already been executed. This veri es the following simple observation, which is important later. Fact 1.2 All arcs that coexist in the queues of a multiqueue BT-scheduler at any instant enter nodes that are independent in the BT; i.e., none is an ancestor of another.
We view the number of queues a BT-scheduler uses as its control complexity; we view the worst-case individual capacity of the queues as measuring the memory requirements of the scheduler. In this worldview, the capacity of queue #q is the maximum number of arcs of T that will ever reside in queue #q at the same instant. Clearly, the worstcase cumulative capacity of the queues | which some might view as a better measure of a scheduler's memory requirements | is at most k times the worst-case individual capacity. Obtaining bounds on the cumulative capacity that are tighter than the one obtained from this simple observation appears to be quite di cult.
We now turn to the topic of tradeo s between the amount of control in a BT-scheduler and its memory requirements. 
Note that when k = log N in this family of algorithms, each queue has constant capacity. At this point, the queues are collectively simulating the action of a single stack, executing the CBT in a depth-rst, hence lazy, regimen. (One can verify by a simple adaptation of the argument in 12] that the cumulative capacity of the queues when k = log N cannot be improved by more than a constant factor.)
The Real Control-Memory Tradeo s
The possible tradeo suggested in Fact 2.1 (i.e., the possibility that there exist lower bounds that come close to the upper bounds (1)) does indeed exist. In the next three sections we prove the following bounds, which are re nements of the rough bounds we have stated earlier.
A. The Upper Bound for General BTs
In Section 3, we show that the upper bound (1) holds for arbitrary BTS, to within a factor of 2. 
Analyzing the k-Queue Algorithm
In order to assess the memory requirements of the algorithm, we isolate the portions of the scheduled tree T that are executed under the control of each of the k queues.
Speci cally, in order to bound the capacity of queue #k, we prune it by removing all subtrees that are processed using queues #1; : : :; #(k ? 1). We claim that the pruned version of T has no more than 
removed subtrees. But, the roots of these subtrees comprise the \leaves" of the pruned version of T , and it is the pruned version which is the tree scheduled using queue #k.
The claimed capacity of queue #k now follows from Lemma 2.1 and elementary bounds for the fraction (5).
In order to bound the capacities of queues #1; : : :; #(k ? 1) , note that each recursive invocation of the algorithm using those queues schedules a BT having no more than 
The Upper Bounds for Complete BTs
This section is devoted to proving the upper bound of Theorem 2.2, via a recursive family of CBT-scheduling algorithms that have better memory requirements than the family of schedulers of Section 2.1. For purely technical reasons, our algorithmic strategy inverts the question we really want to solve. Speci cally, instead of starting with a target number N of leaves and asking how small a queue-capacity is su cient to schedule an N-leaf CBT, we start with a target queue-capacity Q and ask how large a CBT we can schedule using queues of capacity Q. We proceed, therefore, by considering the quantity N k (Q) which denotes the maximum number of leaves in a CBT that can be scheduled using k queues, each of capacity Q. By deriving a lower bound on the quantity N k (Q), we can infer an upper bound on the dual quantity Q ? k (N). In order to avoid a proliferation of oors and ceilings in our calculations, we assume henceforth that Q is a power of 2; this assumption will be seen to a ect only constant factors.
Since the algorithm that establishes the general case of Theorem 2.2 is somewhat complex, we present rst the algorithm for the case of two queues (k = 2), which already exposes the subtlest ideas in the general algorithm.
The Case k = 2
Our two-queue CBT-scheduling algorithm operates in three phases which we describe now in rough terms. Let (Q) = def blog(log Q ? 1)c. In the rst phase, the algorithm uses queue #2 to schedule (the execution of) the top (Q) + 1 levels of a CBT, retaining the \leaves" from the last level in the queue. In the second phase, the algorithm staggers executing these \leaves" (hence, removing them from queue #2) with beginning to use queue #1 to schedule the middle log Q ? 1 levels of the CBT. By the end of the second phase, queue #2 has been emptied, hence is available for reuse. In the third phase, the algorithm staggers using queue #1 to schedule the remainder of the middle log Q ? 1 levels of the CBT with using queue #2 to schedule the bottom log Q levels. This latter staggering proceeds by having queue #2 schedule a Q-leaf CBT rooted at each middletree \leaf" from queue #1. To assist the reader in understanding the ensuing detailed description of the algorithm, we depict in Fig. 3 the ultimate usage pattern of the two queues.
A. An E cient Two-Queue CBT-Scheduling Algorithm Phase 1: The Top of the Tree.
In this phase, we use queue #2 to schedule (the execution of) the top (Q) + 1 levels of the CBT we are scheduling, using the breadth-rst regimen that is the unique way a single queue can schedule a CBT (cf. Fact 1.1). At the end of this phase, queue #2 will contain 2 (Q) nodes. We make the transition into Phase 2 of the algorithm by considering each node in queue #2 as the root of a \middle" CBT (which will have Q=2 \leaves"). See In this phase, we use queue #1 to schedule (the execution of) the middle trees that comprise the next log Q ? 1 levels of the CBT we are scheduling. This is the most complicated of the three phases, in that these middle trees get executed in a staggered manner, in two senses. First, the executions of the 2 (Q) middle trees get interleaved in the schedule we are producing. Second, the execution of the middle trees is interleaved with segments of Phase 3, wherein the bottom trees are executed.
We describe rst the initial portion of Phase 2, i.e., the portion before the phase gets interrupted by segments of Phase 3.
Execute the rst node from queue #2, which is level 0 (i.e., the root) of the rst middle tree; place the children of this node in queue #1. Next, proceed through the following iterations; see Step 1. Begin the rst middle tree. Step 1.1. Use queue #1 to schedule the execution of level 1 of the rst middle tree.
Step 1.2. Execute the root (level 0) of the second middle tree (removing that node from queue #2); place the children of this root in queue #1.
Step 2. Continue the rst middle tree; begin the second middle tree.
Step 2.1. Use queue #1 to schedule the execution of level 2 of the rst middle tree.
Step 2.2. Use queue #1 to schedule the execution of level 1 of the second middle tree.
Step 2.3. Execute the root (level 0) of the third middle tree (removing that node from queue #2); place the children of this root in queue #1.
Step 3. Continue the rst and second middle trees; begin the third middle tree.
Step 3.1. Use queue #1 to schedule the execution of level 3 of the rst middle tree.
Step 3.2. Use queue #1 to schedule the execution of level 2 of the second middle tree.
Step 3.3. Use queue #1 to schedule the execution of level 1 of the third middle tree.
Step 3.4. Execute the root (level 0) of the fourth middle tree (removing that node from queue #2); place the children of this root in queue #1.
Step (2 (Q) ? 1). Finish the rst middle tree; continue the second through next-to-last middle trees; begin the last middle tree.
Step (2 (Q) ? 1).1. Use queue #1 to schedule the execution of level log Q ? 2 of the rst middle tree.
Step (2 (Q) ? 1).2. Use queue #1 to schedule the execution of level log Q ? 3 of the second middle tree.
Step ( Step (2 (Q)
? 1).(2 (Q)
). Execute the root (level 0) of the last middle tree (removing that node from queue #2); place the children of this root in queue #1.
After the ith step of Phase 1, the following progress has been made: i+1 of the nodes that began the Phase in queue #2 have been executed; the rst i + 1 levels (i.e., levels 0; : : : ; i) of the rst middle tree have been executed, and level i + 1 of the tree resides queue #1; the rst i levels of the second middle tree have been executed, and level i of the tree resides in queue #1 (behind the nodes from the rst middle tree); the rst i ? 1 levels of the third middle tree have been executed, and level i ? 1 of the tree resides in queue #1 (behind the nodes from the second middle tree); and so on. When Phase 1 is completed (i.e., after the (2 (Q) ? 1)th step of the Phase), all 2 (Q) of the nodes that began the Phase in queue #2 have been executed, so queue #2 is completely emptied, hence is available for reuse. Queue #1, on the other hand, contains some number of nodes that is guaranteed to be less than Q. Speci cally, queue #1 contains We have now completely executed the rst middle tree and partially executed all the other middle trees. Ultimately, we shall continue to use queue #1 in the same interleaved, power-of-2 decreasing manner as described here, to schedule the remaining middle trees for execution. First, though, we initiate Phase 3 in which queue #2 is used to schedule the bottom levels of the CBT for execution. It is important to begin Phase 3 now, because some of the contents of queue #1 must be unloaded at this point, in order to make room for the remaining levels of the remaining middle trees.
Phase 3: The Bottom of the Tree.
Phase 3 is partitioned into two subphases. In Phase 3a, we begin viewing the \leaves" of the middle trees as the roots of bottom trees | each being a CBT with N 1 (Q) = Q leaves. In Phase 3b, we continue using the regimen of Phase 2 to schedule the middle trees.
Phase 3a. This subphase is active whenever the nodes at the front of queue #1 come from level 2 (Q) of a middle tree (which is the last level to enter queue #1). During the subphase, we iteratively execute a single node | call it node v | from queue #1, and we Phase 3b. This subphase is active whenever the nodes at the front of queue #1 do not come from level 2 (Q) of a middle tree. During the subphase, we perform one more step of Phase 2, to extend the executed segment of the middle tree. To illustrate our intent, the instance of Subphase 3b that is executed immediately after the rst round of executions of Subphase 3a (wherein the leftmost Q=2 bottom trees are executed) has the following form.
Step (2 (Q) + 1). Finish the second middle tree; continue the third through last middle trees.
Step (2 (Q) + 1).1. Use queue #1 to schedule the execution of level 2 (Q) of the second middle tree.
Step ( Step ( Step (2 (Q)
+ 1).(2 (Q)
). Use queue #1 to schedule the execution of level 1 of the last middle tree.
See Fig. 8 .
B. The Analysis
Correctness being (hopefully) clear, we need only assess how much CBT we are getting for given queue-capacity Q. There are
top-tree leaves, hence, at least 1 4 Q(log Q?1) middle-tree leaves, hence at least 
The Case of General k
We now show how to generalize our two-queue CBT-scheduler to obtain multiqueue CBT-schedulers for arbitrary numbers of queues.
A. The Algorithm
Our k-queue CBT-scheduling algorithm uses Phases 1, 2, and 3b of our two-queue scheduling algorithm directly. It modi es only Phase 3a, in the following way.
Phase 3a. This subphase is active whenever the nodes at the front of queue #1 come from level log Q ? 2 of a middle tree (which is the last level to enter queue #1). During the subphase, we iteratively execute a single node | call it node v | from queue #1, and we use queues #2; : : : ; #k to schedule a CBT on Q leaves, rooted at node v, using a recursive invocation of the (k ? 1)-queue version of this algorithm.
Note that the two-queue CBT-scheduler of the previous subsection can, in fact, be obtained via this recursive strategy, from the base case k = 1.
As with the case k = 2, queues #2; : : :; #k are all available for this recursive call because: (a) the last \leaf" of the top tree is extracted from queue #2 for execution just before the rst \leaf" of the leftmost middle tree is extracted from queue #1 for execution; (b) queues #3; : : : ; #k are not used at all with the top or middle trees above this level of the nal CBT.
B. The Analysis
Correctness being (hopefully) obvious, we need consider only how many leaves the CBT we have scheduled has, as a function of the given queue-capacity Q. Because each recursive call to our CBT-scheduler generates its own \top" tree and its own set of \middle" trees, but uses one fewer queue than the previous call, it is not hard to verify that this number is given by the recurrence
Easily, this system yields the following solution, which holds for all k 1. Our analysis of the given schedule is based on parsing the sequence of node-executions prescribed by the schedule into phases. Recall that the action of executing a node and loading its outgoing arcs into queues is a single atomic action.
De ne Phase 0 to be that part of the process wherein the root of T (which must be the rst node in the schedule) is executed and its outgoing arcs loaded onto queues.
Inductively, de ne Phase i + 1 to be that part of the process that completes the execution of all nodes whose incoming arcs were loaded into queues during Phase i. In other words, Phase i + 1 continues as long as some queue still contains an arc that was put there during Phase i; the Phase ends when the last of these Phase-i \legacies" has been executed. Let us henceforth focus on a speci c long phase in the given schedule. Now, the widest BT in the forest executed during this phase is at least as wide as the average BT in the forest. Combining Fact 5.2 with Fact 5.3, the average width of a BT in this forest must be at least W=(kDQ 0 k (W; D)), since nodes that reside on the same level of T must reside on the same level of any sub-BT of T that contains them. We conclude, therefore, the following bound.
Fact 5.4 At least one of the BTs in the forest of nodes executed during a long phase must have width no smaller than W kDQ 0 k (W; D) : Next, note that, by de nition of \phase," there must be some queue | say, queue #m | whose sole contributions to the set of nodes executed during our long phase are the nodes whose incoming arcs reside in this queue at the beginning of the phase. This is because the phase ends when the last node whose incoming arc was enqueued during the previous phase is executed; we are identifying queue #m as the source of this last incoming arc. Now, queue #m started the phase (as did every queue) with no more than Q 0 k (W; D) arcs. As we noted earlier, each of these arcs enters the root of a BT whose nodes are executed during the long phase. Of all the nodes executed during the long phase, only these root nodes have incoming arcs that were enqueued in queue #m. Therefore, if we remove all these queue #m-nodes from the forest, then we partition each BT T 0 that is rooted at a node whose incoming arc came from queue #m into two BTs, call them T 0 1 
is resolved in Lemma 2.1. We solve this recurrence by induction. Speci cally, note that the expression in inequality (4) reduces to equation (7) for the case k = 1. Direct calculation veri es that inequality (4) is \preserved" by recurrence (6) 6 Closing Remarks
We close the paper with some observations on directions for extending our work and on directions in which extensions are impossible. The extensions we know of (Section 6.1) concern queue-based scheduling algorithms for tree-dags; the impossibility results we know of (Section 6.2) concern queue-based scheduling algorithms for dags whose underlying graphs are not trees. A topic that we have not considered, which might be fruitful, is the possible existence of control-memory tradeo s that might arise with schedulers that use other data structures (e.g., stacks) to manage tasks awaiting execution.
Extending Our Results on Scheduling Tree-Dags
The results we have reported here can be extended in a variety of ways.
A. A Better Lower Bound
A more careful analysis replaces the recurrent bound (6) B. Extensions to Broader Classes of Tree-Dags Arbitrary Fixed Node-Degrees. We have focussed here on binary tree-dags solely for the sake of de niteness; our results extend to tree-dags of any xed branching factor, with only clerical modi cations.
Root-to-Leaf Tree-Dags. We have focussed here on tree-dags whose arcs point from the root toward the leaves, thereby modeling a class of branching computations. The control-memory tradeo that we have proved obtains also for tree-dags whose arcs point from the leaves toward the root, such as are used in many evaluative computations (e.g., evaluating arithmetic expressions or computing parallel-pre xes). This fact can be proved by eshing out the details of the following indirect argument.
The formal framework of our study emerged from 4] -7], 13] wherein queues are used to topologically sort graphs and dags. Indeed, the processes of topologically sorting a dag and scheduling it (in our sense) are isomorphic processes. 3 In order to make this isomorphism formal, one must complicate our framework slightly, to accommodate nodes whose in-degrees exceed unity. Two changes are required:
When scheduling a general dag using (enabling and execution) tokens, a node v becomes eligible for execution when all arcs that enter v contain enabling tokens. When scheduling a general dag using queues, a node v becomes eligible for execution when all arcs that enter v are at the \fronts" of queues, in the sense of either being at the heads of queues or being behind other arcs that enter v. Using insights and results in the cited sources, one can readily prove the following lemma (which does not occur in the sources). Underlying the proof is the fact that, if one takes any topological sort of a dag G and reverses the linearization of G's nodes, then one obtains a topological sort of the dag G which is obtained from G by reversing the orientation of all arcs. Lemma 6.1 If the dag G can scheduled by a k-queue algorithm whose queues each have capacity C, then so also can the dag G.
Remarks on Scheduling General Dags
The control-memory tradeo that we have exhibited in this paper is interesting because of its nonlinearity: roughly speaking, the exponent in the expression for the memory requirements decreases linearly with the increase in the number of queues. It is an inviting challenge to discover other classes of dags that admit nonlinear control-memory tradeo s and, hopefully, to characterize the properties of those dags that enable such tradeo s. While we have been unable to nd either such classes or such properties, we have discovered two simple properties that preclude such tradeo s.
A. Pebbling Number Fact 6.2 The cumulative capacity of the queues in a k-queue scheduling algorithm for a dag G can be no less than the \pebbling number" of G, in the sense of 12] and its numerous successors.
The validity of this principle is clear from our formulation of dag-scheduling in terms of (a nonstandard) type of pebble game. It is this principle that assures us (via the results in 12]) that we should not consider BT-schedulers with more than log N queues to schedule N-leaf BTs.
B. Separator Size Fact 6.3 The cumulative capacity of the queues in a k-queue scheduling algorithm for a dag G can be no less than the size of the smallest (arc-)separator of the dag into two disjoint subdags.
The validity of this principle is clear once one notices that the (arc-)boundary between the sets of executed and unexecuted nodes of a dag | which must coreside in the queues of the scheduling algorithm | forms an (arc-)separator of the dag. It is this principle that assures us that mesh-pyramids do not admit nonlinear control-memory tradeo s. We illustrate the argument for two-and three-dimensional mesh-pyramids.
The N-sink two-dimensional mesh-pyramid M (2) N has nodes fhi; ji j 0 i + j < Ng; its arcs lead from each node hi; ji, where i + j < N ? 1, to nodes hi + 1; ji and hi; j + 1i. Easily, M (2) N can be executed, level by level, by a 1-queue scheduler whose queue has capacity 2N ? 2. Since the smallest bisector of M (2) N must \cut" a number of arcs proportional to N (cf. 14]), the queues of any multiqueue scheduler must (collectively) contain this many arcs at the moment when precisely half the nodes of M (2) N have been executed. The (N = 1 2 n(n+1))-sink three-dimensional mesh-pyramid M (3) N has nodes fhi; j; ki j 0 i + j + k < ng; its arcs lead from each node hi; j; ki, where i + j + k < n ? 1, to nodes hi + 1; j; ki, hi; j + 1; ki and hi; j; k + 1i. M (3) N , being nonplanar, cannot be executed by any 1-queue scheduler 7]. Easily, however, there is a 2-queue scheduler that executes M (3) N face by face, as follows. The scheduler uses queue #1 to execute face k = 0 of M (3) N \level by level;" while executing the nodes, the scheduler lls up queue #2 with the arcs that lead from face k = 0 to face k = 1. Inductively, the scheduler executes face k = r, where r > 0, \level by level," using queue #1 for the arcs that lie within that face, and emptying queue #2 of the arcs that come from face k = r ? 1; additionally, if r < n, while executing the nodes, the scheduler lls up queue #2 with the arcs that lead from face k = r to face k = r + 1. The capacity of queue #1 in this algorithm is 2n ?2 (which is achieved just before the algorithm executes the last \row" of face k = 0); the capacity of queue #2 is 1 2 n(n + 1) (which is achieved just after the algorithm executes the last \row" of face k = 0). Since the smallest bisector of M (3) N must \cut" a number of arcs proportional to n 2 (cf. 14]), the queues of any multiqueue scheduler must (collectively) contain this many arcs at the moment when precisely half the nodes of M (3) N have been executed.
